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Every building automation system is unique, and to fully understand its operation, the
equipment included, and the details necessary for future repairs and maintenance, it helps to
have detailed technical drawings that are accurate and complete. A well-detailed control
drawing for your Chicago, IL business can make all the difference for services in the future. At
Building Automation Solutions, we include comprehensive drawings with every building
automation system we install, including floor plans with equipment locations, panel layouts,
wiring diagrams, operational flow charts, and more. We strive to provide our customers with the
tools they need for a complete understanding of their BAS and its operation, enabling them to
take full advantage of its energy management, comfort, and control features. Our company
serves businesses throughout Northern Illinois, Northwest Indiana, and Wisconsin, providing
innovative building automation solutions and services. To learn about the detailed drawings
that we include with every BAS installation, call Building Automation Solutions today at or
contact us online. We serve industrial and commercial facilities in Chicago, Aurora, Elgin, Joliet,
Rockford, and beyond. With individual controls and multiple feedback sensors for boilers,
rooftop units, air handlers, VAVs, economizers, pumps, drive motors, and other HVAC
components, building automation systems are highly complex and must be carefully
documented to ensure successful service and operation. At Building Automation Solutions, we
carefully design each system to meet the needs of your business, and we provide complete
control drawings with each BAS system that we install in Chicago, IL and the surrounding
areas. These drawings include:. We can also update the drawings as repairs and modifications
are made to the system, keeping your documentation as current as possible. To learn more
about our building automation systems and the detailed control drawings for your Chicago, IL
business, contact our team today. Building automation systems are a great way to centralize
control of your heating, air conditioning, and ventilation systems while increasing comfort and
managing energy costs at your facility. At Building Automation Solutions, we can work with
your business to design and engineer a BAS solution that is tailored to the needs of your
facility. We feature top-quality equipment from manufacturers like Carrier, Johnson Controls,
Honeywell, and Tridium, and our systems are designed to be open, reliable, and simple to use.
We serve businesses throughout the Chicago area, and our services include:. Contact us today
to schedule a building automation system installation in Chicago, Northern Illinois, Northwest
Indiana, or Wisconsin. Make sure your business has a building automation system that is
properly documented for easy use, care, and maintenanceâ€”choose a BAS from our experts at
Building Automation Solutions. With a reliable, professional installation, detailed drawings, and
superior service, you will not be disappointed. Call us today at or contact us online to schedule
a consultation today! Detailed Drawings for Building Automation Systems in Chicago, IL Every
building automation system is unique, and to fully understand its operation, the equipment
included, and the details necessary for future repairs and maintenance, it helps to have detailed
technical drawings that are accurate and complete. Our BAS Drawings for Chicago Businesses
With individual controls and multiple feedback sensors for boilers, rooftop units, air handlers,
VAVs, economizers, pumps, drive motors, and other HVAC components, building automation
systems are highly complex and must be carefully documented to ensure successful service
and operation. These drawings include: Floor plans â€” Building floor plans that feature
detailed locations of control panels, HVAC equipment, sensors, controls, and other critical
components. Panel layouts â€” These drawings detail the control panel layouts for each piece
of equipment, including the model numbers of installed components, locations in the panel, and
other relevant identifying information. Wiring diagrams â€” In-depth wiring diagrams for each
control system, detailing power, signal, and ground wiring for controls, relays, contactors, fans,
motors, pumps, temperature sensors, and more. Operational flow charts â€” Easy-to-follow
charts and descriptions that detail the operation of each system, its various modes, settings,
alarm conditions, and more. Our Building Automation Services Building automation systems
are a great way to centralize control of your heating, air conditioning, and ventilation systems
while increasing comfort and managing energy costs at your facility. We serve businesses
throughout the Chicago area, and our services include: Building automation system design and
engineering Building automation system installations Building automation system repairs and
maintenance Custom 3D floor plans, graphics, and technical drawings for building automation
systems And more â€¦ Contact us today to schedule a building automation system installation
in Chicago, Northern Illinois, Northwest Indiana, or Wisconsin. Check out some of the drawings
for the control systems we have recenty installed:. Get in Touch. Phone: This field is for
validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Our Business. Contact Us. Every building
automation system is unique, and to fully understand its operation, the equipment included, and
the details necessary for future repairs and maintenance, it helps to have detailed technical
drawings that are accurate and complete. A well-detailed control drawing for your Chicago, IL
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configuration that permits a train to change its direction without simply backing up needs a
special electrical circuit to prevent a short. Wiring a reverse loop, wye, or turntable may seem
similar to block wiring, but there are some important differences. The illustration shows basic
reverse-loop wiring for a direct-current layout. This special situation requires double-pole
double-throw DPDT toggle switches to change the polarity of the two rails in the reverse loop
and in the track block preceding the loop. These DPDT switches allow an engineer to align the

polarity of the rails so his train may enter or exit the reverse loop without causing a short circuit
as it passes over the insulated rail joints. If a train enters a track wye to turn around, insulated
joints and a similar combination of two DPDT switches are needed to align the polarity so the
train may leave the wye. Combining cab-control wiring, reverse-loop wiring, and other wiring
needs can quickly get complex. See fig. Check out our. Want More Videos? Login or Register.
Model railroad locomotive, freight car, passenger car, and vehicle announcements for February
25, Latest Headlines Model railroad locomotive, freight car, structure, detail, and decal
announcements for February 18, Model railroad locomotive, freight car, structure, paint, decal,
and tool announcements for February 11, Model railroad locomotive, freight car, structure,
paint, decal, and tool announcements for February 4, Scaletrains. HO scale Western Maryland
Ry. Testing Rapido's Series Coaches. New Products. Model Railroader Calendar. Build Your
First Layout. Current Issue. Model Railroader's Best of Scenery. Model Railroading: The
Ultimate Guide This diagram shows a single track block controlled by two power packs cabs
which may be selected with a singlepole double-throw SPDT switch. The initial goal of a new
model railroader flush with locomotives, track, and rolling stock is to operate two trains on his
layout at the same time, each with independent speed and direction control. This milepost can
be reached with cab-control wiring. With two direct- current power packs, single-pole
double-throw toggle switches, and hardware-store wire, you can divide any layout into electrical
blocks that will allow two trains to be operated independently. Each block is independent of all
the others, so a train in block A can be operated by power pack A, and a train in block B can be
run by power pack B. Each block starts and ends with a plastic insulated rail joiner or a narrow
gap cut through the metal rails. As an operator using power pack A moves his locomotive
through one block and approaches the next block, he uses a toggle switch to connect the
second block to power pack cab A. Now the two blocks are electrically united to cab A and the
locomotive seamlessly moves from the first block to the second. Just before he enters a third
block, he again connects the new block to cab A. Following this pattern, the operator can move
his locomotive from one end of a layout to the other. In this manner, the two operators can
follow each other around a layout, flipping toggle switches to align the blocks to cabs A or B as
needed. The only downside to cab control is that two locomotives cannot share the same block
at the same time. Operator B has to wait until operator A has cleared a block in order to toggle
control of the power in that block from cab A to cab B. This diagram shows cab-control wiring
for an oval layout with a passing siding block 3 , four other blocks, and two cabs. Blocks and
wiring A layout at minimum needs three blocks for two trains, but more blocks give operators
more flexibility. Each block is controlled by its own SPDT toggle switch. This is especially
useful for passing sidings and spurs , since it allows you to cut power in that track to park a
train. If a layout has six blocks it will need six SPDT switches. When making track blocks, you
need to insulate or cut a gap in just one rail, not both. Think of a light switch in your house.
When you turn a lamp on or off, you are only interrupting one of the wires that lead to the lamp,
not both. This rail gets connected to both power packs. See the blue wire in fig. While
connecting two power packs in this manner may cause a bit of anxiety for a model railroader
new to electricity, trust us, it works. Most hardware stores sell toggle switches, and sometimes
a hobby shop will sell electrical components beyond wire for model railroads. Power packs The
easiest way to build a cab-control layout is by using a pair of identical DC power packs. Figure 2
shows how to connect one track terminal from each power pack to the common rail on your
layout. Keep in mind that your track configuration may shift the common rail from the inside of
your layout to the outside. Senior editor Jim Hediger used miniature toggle switches in this
compact DC panel that controls two reverse loop staging yards and one stub-ended yard on his
HO scale Ohio Southern. Simple or complex Cab control wiring can be as simple as fig. The
complex, color-coded control panel shown in fig. Basic reverse loop wiring. This diagram
shows the wiring needed to connect a DC reverse loop to a single power pack. How to wire a
reverse loop Any track configuration that permits a train to change its direction without simply
backing up needs a special electrical circuit to prevent a short. Atlas Selectors. Three Atlas
Selectors are connected side-by-side to control 12 blocks on this small N scale cab-control
layout. For many years Atlas has offered the no. Each Selector has screw connections and can
be used with two power packs to operate four blocks. Selectors are designed to be used in
multiples, so any number can be easily connected side-by-side called ganging to control any
number of blocks, as shown above. Like SPDT toggle switches, Selectors have three positions,
a connection to power pack A, a center off position, and a connection to power pack B. The
Selectors are even labeled A and B. Atlas also makes a companion device called the no. Cab
control terms Block: A section of track on a layout that is electrically isolated from adjoining
sections by use of plastic rail joiners or gaps cut in rails. Blocks can be any length â€” usually
determined by a specific track plan. While most hobbyists think of toggle switches like those

shown in figs. Some SPDT toggle switches are made with a center off position that does not
connect to either wire. Cab: Another name for a direct-current power pack with speed and
direction controls to operate a train. Cab control wiring: A method of wiring a model railroad
using two or more power packs and track electrical blocks to allow independent operation of
two or more trains. Common rail: An electrically continuous rail that connects both power packs
to complete the common electrical circuit. Feeder: The wi
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re connecting a segment of rail to the power supply. Insulated rail joiner: A rail joiner made of
an insulating material such as plastic instead of metal. Join the discussion Read and share your
comments on this article. Computer desktop wallpaper for the March issue. Modeling layout
scenery at the workbench. HO scale Karlburgs Shelf Plan. Other Stuff You Might Like. Model
Railroad Planning Great Model Railroads Want to leave a comment? Only registered members
of ModelRailroader. Registration is FREE and only takes a couple minutes. Login or Register
now. Most recent Oldest to newest. Table of Contents Subscribe Digital Editions. Model
Railroader Newsletter See all. Sign up for our FREE e-newsletter and get model railroad news in
your inbox! Sign up. By signing up you may also receive occasional reader surveys and special
offers from Model Railroader magazine. Please view our privacy policy. Videos Community
Shop Special Issues. Model Railroader Newsletter Sign up! Follow us: Facebook.

